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Abstract: An intrusion detection is a techniques used to identify attack on the computer, hence the need of effective intrusion 
detection system is must. It is impossible to develop completely secure  system because highly secure systems have security flaws 
and they are vulnerable to misuse by legitimate users. Most of the existing intrusion detection research is on network and system 
based behaviour. Now analysis of user activity is a natural approach to detect anomalies, but researchers experience shows that 
it is far from accuracy. This is because user behaviour is quite dynamic compare to network and system as users are not stick on 
certain patterns. Hence, user behaviour based anomaly detection is challenging field to increase accuracy of anomaly detection. 
The main objective of this paper is to provide  information about the current research and development on user behaviour based 
intrusion detection system. It also describe what is  intrusion detection system? , classify types of intrusion detection system and 
summary of advantages and disadvantages, Behaviour based intrusion detection system and  research requirements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The attacks on the systems have been increasing considerably nowadays and so the need to protect the system against such attacks. 
Many systems have been developed to protect against various attacks, but the perfect system is far from being invented. Intrusion 
Detection Systems are one of the special purpose systems that are designed to protect computer systems against harmful attacks. It is 
the security management systems for computers and networks. It gathers and analyzes information from various areas within a 
computer or a network to identify possible security breaches, which include both intrusions (attacks from outside the organization) 
and misuse (attacks from within the organization). 
As, intrusion detection is used to identify intrusions and intruder. Intruder may be insider or outsider. An intruder is an unauthorized 
user who pretend to be an authorized user and carry out malicious activity. Intruders behaviour different from expected users 
behaviour. The analysis on behaviour difference is used to detect intrusion. In order to know expected user behaviour, audit record 
of the users must be maintained as input to an Intrusion Detection System.  
An intrusion can be defined as an attempt to gain unauthorized access to network resources[49]. An unauthorized user can read 
unprivileged data, perform unauthorized modification to data and disturb system settings etc.  

II. ABOUT INTRUSION DETECTION  SYSTEM 
Intrusion Detection system is classified into two categories: signature-based misuse detection and anomaly detection[42,45]. 
Signature based misuse detection technique is limited to the only known unauthorized users only. How to identify new unauthorized 
users is one of biggest challenges faced by signature or misuse detection[46]. To overcome this limitation of signature-based misuse 
detection, the concept of anomaly detection was introduced[16]. In reality, most anomaly detection techniques attempts to set up 
normal activity profiles by computing various metrics and an intrusion are detected when the actual system behaviour deviates from 
the authorized user profile[55].  

 
Fig 1. Types of IDS 
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A. Misuse (Signature based/Knowledge based) Detection  
The misuse (signature-based) detection is used pattern matching technique and detect known attacks. Here IDS compare all 
incoming or outgoing activity against all known threats in its knowledge base and raise an alarm if any activity matches information 
in the knowledge base. The information stored in this knowledge base is usually known as signatures [37]. The process for actually 
comparing a signature with an attack include simple string matching – which involves looking for unique key words in network 
traffic to identify attacks – to more complex approaches such as rule-based matching which defines the behaviour of an attack as a 
signature [37]. Various string-matching (or pattern-matching) algorithms are used to inspect the content of packets and identify the 
attacks signature in IDS. There are mainly two kinds of algorithms, viz. i) Single-keyword pattern matching algorithms viz., Brute 
force algorithm, Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm [56], and Boyer-Moore algorithm [38]; and (ii) Multiple-keyword pattern matching 
algorithms viz., Aho-Corasick [34], Wu-Manber Algorithm [54], Horspool Algorithm [43], Quick search algorithm [53], Piranha 
[36], and E2xb [35].  
1) Advantages of Misuse detection[56]. 
a) Signatures are very easy to develop and understand, if we know what pattern should appear (user/system/network behaviour) 

we are trying to identify. 
b) It has lower false alarm rates than behaviour-based IDS. This high precision is caused by the fact that a Signature based IDS is 

explicitly programmed to detect certain known kinds of attacks  
c) Alarms are more standardized and more easily understood than behaviour-based IDS. 
2) Disadvantages of Misuse detection[56]. 
a) The detection rate of attacks is relatively low  
b) Signature database must be continually updated and maintained as more different signatures require additional work for the IDS, 

which reduces performance [56]. 
c) New, unique, or original attacks may not be detected because is not yet stored in database. 
The difference in the speed of creation of the new signatures between the developers and the attackers determine the efficiency of 
the system. Since this technique could only identify known attacks alternatives had to be thought for identifying novel attacks, and 
so anomaly based detection system came into picture. 

B. Anomaly (Behaviour based) Detection  
Since the signature based detection system could only identify attacks whose signatures were known, anomaly based detection was a 
solution to the constraint of the signature based detection technique. The anomaly based system works by analyzing the authorized 
system/user/network behaviour that resides in the profile of the system/user/network and then looks for any deviations from the 
stored behaviour to the current behaviour[40]. Thus any change in behaviour from the authorized/normal behaviour could be 
considered as a potential intrusion.  
Anomaly-based IDS attempt to characterize normal operation, and try to detect any deviation from normal behaviour [52]. The main 
challenge in anomaly detection technique is in learning what is considered ―normal behaviour. The work by Axelsson [37] 
describes the two main approaches which are used to achieve this goal: self-learning or programmed anomaly detection.  
In the self-learning approach, the anomaly detection system will begin to automatically monitor events, such as live network traffic, 
on the environment it has been implemented on and attempt to build information on what is considered authorized normal behaviour 
[37]. This is otherwise known as online learning [48].  
In the programmed approach, the anomaly-based IDS must manually learn what is considered normal behaviour by having a user or 
some form of function ―teaching the system through input of information [37]. This is otherwise known as offline learning, and 
may involve feeding the system a network traffic data set which contains normal network traffic [48].  
1) Advantages of Anomaly detection[52].: 
a) Dynamically adapt to new, unique, or original attacks. 
b) Because of profile based- Are less dependent on identifying specific operating system vulnerabilities  
2) Disadvantages of Anomaly detection[52].:  
a) Higher false alarm rates which means a lower precision  
b) It also needs periodic online retraining of the behaviour profile as usage pattern is not static. 
c) It tends to be computationally expensive because several metrics are often maintained that need to be updated against every 

system activity and, due to insufficient data, they may gradually be trained incorrectly to recognize an intrusive behaviour as 
normal due to insufficient data [56].  
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C. IDS Architecture 
An intrusion detection system can be categorized as host based intrusion detection and network based intrusion detection [32] 
shown in figure 2. As name suggest host based IDS execute on standalone machine while network based are implemented on 
network to observe network data transfer to and fro[31]. The following figure describe pros and cons of both intrusion detection 
system. 

 
Fig 2 IDS Architecture 

D. IDS Detection/Alerts 
IDS detect an intrusion and raised an alarm. Now depending on the type of alarm the following types of detection alerts or results 
are possible. 

 
Fig 3 IDS Alerts 

TABLE 1  
 IDS ALERTS 

IDS Alert Description 
False negative 
(FN) 

Represents the number of intrusions seen by the IDS as normal. 

False positive (FP) Represents the number of normal activities seen by the IDS as intrusions. 
True positive (TP) represents the number of intrusions seen by the IDS as true intrusions. 
True negative 
(TN) 

Represents the number of normal activities seen by the IDS as normal. 

From the TABLE 1 we can says that True positive occur when actually attack occur and IDS raised an alarm where in True 
Negative there is no attack still IDS raised the alarm. False positive has a very serious drawback in IDS because it consider 
legitimate activity as an attack and lastly when IDS missed to find attack False Negative occur. For example if unauthorized user 
enter into system and change the system privilege files and if IDS do not detect it then that situation is false negative on the other 
side sometimes it is required that authorized user modify system privileges after getting permission from higher authority in this 
scenario IDS detect it as attack then it is false positive. Hence if false positive occur then it will take more effort to identify system 
accuracy while false negative makes the situation terrible because it fails to identify  attacks. 

E. IDS Attacks 
People can harm the system by  knowingly and unknowingly, in both the case different types of attacks are carried out. The 
following  figure 4 describe some of the well known attacks.[32] 

 
Fig 4 IDS Attacks 
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TABLE 2 
  CATEGORY WISE ATTACK TYPE 

Attack Attack Category 

Password file modified Misuse 
Four failed login attempt Anomaly/Misuse 
Failed connection attempts on 60 sequential ports Anomaly/Misuse 
User who usually logs in around 11pm from India dorm logs in at 5:00am from a 
USA IP address 

Anomaly 

UDP packet to port 1434 Misuse 

F. IDS TOOLS 
There are many open source and licensed intrusion detection tools are available in market. The following TABLE 3 describe about 
tools, their category, support for different operating systems, human computer interface etc.. 

TABLE 3  
 IDS TOOLS 

 

III. USER BEHAVIOUR BASED IDS 
Anomaly of user behaviour is identify by observing user activity.For that, it is necessary to get user behaviour and build a user 
profile. This profile is used to identify or detect user's normal/authorized or abnormal/unauthorized behaviour. Normal and 
abnormal behaviour means for example one user might always start his bank transaction after looking his account balance and 
reading new offers. This action would be normal. But if his/her account accessing pattern is different such as start transfer money 
transaction first, then this new behaviour might be clue that unauthorized user was acting under the authorized user identity. 
To detect anomaly at the initial stage, it is very important to create a strong & correct user profile because all the final result 
completely depends on the user profile. When the concept of behaviour-based intrusion detection arise in the 1970s that time there 
were no GUI so all the experiments were done on command line of data users typically on Unix operating system. From 2000 
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onwards people starts are working on GUI based system but in case of GUI based system, its selection of the parameter such as 
mouse movement , keyboad movement, application running, CPU & Memory usage, Login-logaout session activity etc. for profile 
generation is a very challenging task. 
 

IV. BIDS BACKGROUND 
Initially when the concept of user behaviour arises system only concentrate on command line data but gradually technology 
enhances keyboard and mouse usage play major roles to identify anomaly [3].  
Therefore different parameters such as typing speed; usage (if any) of the numeric keypad; usage of function, cursor, and control 
keys and speed of mouse movement [ 9, 11, 51] are consider to identify user anomaly.[9] said that there is no need of special 
hardware for collection of keyboard biometrics but the major concern is privacy and there is no data set available for further 
research. [6,7,8] they collected data of 15 user having same age group used from one and the same computer with mouse and mouse 
pad lead to improve error rate up to 20%. 
A framework was proposed for collecting user behaviour based on mouse activity, typing speed as well as background processes 
[40]. The authors used binary classification problem for user identification and intrusion detection, and used support vector machine 
for learning and classifying user profile parameter sets.  
The technique was claimed to have a high detection rate with few false positives. However, the dataset was not made available to 
public due to copyright issues.  For user verification [17] author consider  all human behaviour  for profiling it includes shopping 
style , web browser accessing style etc also consider combination of two or more than two biometrics together. [8,23,33] said that 
only mouse pattern is not enough to identify user anomalous behaviour and users those who not using mouse it is very difficult to 
identify anomaly in this scenario. [25,39] study user browser visit history, such as number of website viewed, and audit data. [30,47], 
talks about other parameters like processor utilization , login logout etc.[30] uses a machine-learning approach for monitors user and 
system behaviour on GUI based system by storing number of bytes transferred over the last 10 seconds and achieve low false alarm 
without cycle stealing. [44] uses One-class SVM on Linux based GUI system to identify masquerade attack. 
The paper [12]  presented a new approach of generating user behaviour profiles in the form of datasets. The generated datasets will 
not only include the traditional user command data but will also contain the behaviour characteristics of users such as mouse 
movements while a system is being used and keyboard characteristics such as typing speed. The user behaviour characteristics are 
used to generate templates, which can be further customized.  
The framework is called USim which can achieve rapid generation of user behaviour data based on these templates for GUI based 
systems.  The templates created by USim framework are highly tunable and require minor changes in the parameters to provide 
similar datasets for covering a range of user behaviours. 
USim Data Structure more emphsize on[12] 
A. User 
1) Mouse movement 
2) Keyboard movemnt 
3) Commands 
a) Typed command 
b) Keystroke combination 
c) mouse click based 

B. System 
1) Background Process: The paper[41] identify masquerade by comparing user current activity (such as keyboard pattern, 

application usage, CPU memory usage) with stored profile . [50] identify anomaly from user current activity and previous 
activity. They store user behaviour in five different cluster and by applying  cluster rule minimize false alarm. 

The following TABLE 4 describe the summary of work done in User  behaviour based in intrusion detection . 
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TABLE 4 

 

V. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES 
From the previous research approaches we can say that : The research emphasize on the user behaviour based intrusion detection by 
considering various parameters of user. Some researcher used  only command line data, training and testing time is very high, only 
few parameters were captured in GUI based systems, Low detection rate with high false positive. Hence, it require that user 
behaviour based intrusion detection systems include combination of different parameters together to reduce false alarm which is 
user's keyboard pattern, mouse usage pattern,  resource ( I/O, memory, Processor, Files) usage etc. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  
In this paper, we discussed about the Intrusion detection System(IDS), Types of (IDS) and Behaviour based IDS (BIDS). The paper 
also gave basic knowledge and understanding of User Behaviour Characteristics. From the survey of different user Behaviour based 
Intrusion  detection system it is conclude that due to the dynamic behaviour of user, the more number of false positive occur hence 
there is still lots of scope to reduce false positive by combining different User behaviour Characteristics. In next paper we will cover 
BIDS using Statistical based, Rule based  and Machine learning based methods. 
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